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ABSTRACT

The proliferation of small arms and light weapons (SALW) is gradually and perilously becoming a transnational 
organized crime. In Nigeria, this peril assumed its delicate stage with incessant killings by Boko Haram insurgents, 
herdsmen-farmers clashes, kidnappings, communal and religious crisis, and armed robbery. The drift of this threat is 
the availability of weapons that are trafficked through Nigeria’s porous borders. Regulating the proliferation of small 
arms and light weapons has been challenged by several factors such as border porosity, inadequate personnel, lack 
of equipment, lack of data, weak enforcement, stockpile management, local arms manufacturers. Corruption takes 
center stage and is the focus of this paper. Corruption directly or indirectly is related to other challenges. The paper 
recommends that corruption must be addressed if all legal and institutional measures for border security and curtailing 
the spread of weapons in Nigeria are to achieve their objectives.
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INTRODUCTION

The challenges of corruption in Nigeria have become 
extremely rampant, and previous governments in the 
country have come to realise the problem displayed 
by corruption to the nation’s security architecture. It 
generally pervades all regions in the country and in 
the words of famous scholar Achebe “anyone who 
can say that corruption in Nigeria has not yet become 
alarming is either a fool, a crook or else does not live 
in the country.”1

For many decades, public and private 
establishments in Nigeria are categorised basically 
by ineffectiveness and inefficiency. This condition is 
not different in other African countries. Widespread 
corruption has been recognised as one of the key 
causes of Nigeria’s underdevelopment, poverty, and 
rising crimes rate.2 Furthermore, organised crime 
support corruption and equally corruption promote 
crime.3 In addition to its social and economic 
impact, corruption facilitates and augment crimes as 
transnational trafficking in persons, drugs and illicit 
small arms that exhibit grievous threat to security 
in Nigeria. This paper examines the negative effect 
of corruption on small arms and light weapons 
proliferation in Nigeria. Hence the paper is divided 
into five sections. Section one covers the introduction. 
Section two treats basic concepts such as corruption, 
SALW, and proliferation and methodology. While 

section three deals with the role of security agencies 
in promoting corruption. Section four expose some 
factors that aid corruption and SALW proliferation. 
Finally, section five deals with conclusion.

CONCEPTUAL CLARIFICATIONS

CORRUPTION

The term corruption emanates from the Latin word 
‘rumpere’ (to break), indicating that something is 
fragmented.4 The broken thing might be social or 
moral code of conduct, mostly, an administrative 
regulation. Onuaha defines it as an unlawful act, 
which comprises inducement and or undue influence 
of people either in the public or private setting to 
act contrary to the extant rules and regulations which 
normally guide a particular process.5 

According to Olugbenga, Odofin, and Omojuwo, 
corruption cannot be easily defined.6 However, other 
scholars such as Ajibewa, Falore, and Igbuzor argue 
that defining corruption is a difficult, daunting, and 
challenging task.7 Nevertheless, Andrig and Fjelsad 
sight corruption as a “complex and multifaced 
phenomenon with multiple causes and effects, as 
it takes on various forms and contexts.”8 To them, 
one of the key problems in theorising corruption 
is the fact that it is tough to vanish. However, it 
can take a different dimension.9 In the same vein, 
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as firearms designed to be apprehended in one or 
both hands while being fired.17

PROLIFERATION

Proliferation denotes a sudden increase in the 
number or amount of an entity. If used in other 
frameworks, it implies rapid expansion, abundance, 
or multiplication. When used about SALW, it 
connotes the spread of the weapons, mostly, from 
one state to another or from state to non-state actors.18 
The above concept also means the spread of SALW 
from a specific group of owners to another. Scholars 
such as Ogaba define proliferation as the excessive 
accumulation and illegal spread of weapons which 
could have a destabilising effect on states.19 Certain 
intermediaries facilitate the spread of SALW as 
a means of proliferation or multiplication about 
licit and illicit demands. The Graduate Institute of 
International Studies, Geneva observes that: 

“Small arms and light weapons do not proliferate by 
themselves. They are sold, resold, perhaps stolen, diverted, and 
may be legally or illegally transferred several more times. At 
each junction in this complex chain of legal and illicit transfer, 
people- brokers, insurgents, criminals, government official and 
or organized groups are active participants in the process.”20 

The United Nations agreed that enormous 
procurement and gathering of weapons by a state 
or non-state actor could augment proliferation. 
Nevertheless, for accumulation to be capable of 
increasing proliferation, it has to be “excessive” and 
“destabilising.” This position was supported by the 
report of the Panel of Government Expert on Small 
Arms (1997), it provides that:

“The mere accumulation of weapons is not sufficient criterion 
by which to define an accumulation of weapons as excessive or 
destabilising, since a large number of weapons that are under 
the strict and effective control of a responsible State does not 
necessarily lead to violence. Conversely, a small number of 
weapons can be destabilising under certain conditions.”21

METHODOLOGY

The methodology adopted for this paper is socio-
legal. It is a combination of doctrinal research 
method known in law with an empirical approach. 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted 
with four respondents to know how corruption 
increases the proliferation of SALW in Nigeria. 
The perspective of the respondents in the area of 
research complemented the existing literature. 

defining corruption is difficult but recognizing its 
consequences are apparent. 

In addition to the above, the United Nations 
Global Programme against Corruption (GPAC) 
defines it as “abuse of power for private gain.”10 
Transparency International has chosen a clear and 
focused definition of the term as “the abuse of 
entrusted power for private gain.” It can also be 
defined as a pervasion or change from the generally 
accepted rules or laws for selfish gain.11According 
to Wells and Hymes, “corruption is a universal 
phenomenon that is not peculiar to any race, 
belief, political system or location. It traces have 
widespread all over the globe. The root of corruption 
has been found in ancient civilizations, including 
the founding fathers of modern democracy”.12

SMALL ARMS AND LIGHT WEAPONS

The term small arm and light weapon from now on 
referred to as “SALW” has been defined by different 
legal and non-legal legislations/instruments. A 
careful observation at the several descriptions to the 
term “SALW” reveals a broader scope of weapons, 
ammunition, and their components. While there is 
no single globally accepted definition of the term 
SALW, the report of the United Nations panel 
of Government Experts on small arms in 1997 
considers as thus:

“Weapons are ranging from clubs, knife, and machete, to 
those weapons just below those covered by the United Nations 
Register of Conventional Arms, for instance, mortars below 
the caliber of 100mm. The small arms are those weapons 
manufactured to military specification and designed for use by 
the one person. Whereas light weapons are those weapons used 
by several persons working as a crew.” 13

In addition to the above, the Bureau of 
Political Military Affairs of the US Department 
of state describes SALW “as encompassing man-
portable firearms and their ammunition primarily 
designed for individual use by military forces as 
lethal weapons.” Moreover, a typical list of small 
arms would include carbines, self- loading pistols, 
assault rifles, submachine guns, and light machine 
guns capable of being handled by an individual.14 

Laurence views small arms on a user’s perspective, 
as those arms that can be moved in a vehicle, or by 
an infantry soldier or pack of animals.15 Furthermore, 
Onuoha describes SALW as any weapon that can 
be maneuvered and manipulated by one or two 
persons.16 Similarly, Eloma et- al defines small arms 
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Where appropriate, the analysis will be supported 
by sufficient excerpts. 

CORRUPTION IN SECURITY INSTITUTIONS

The leading agencies charged with the responsibility 
of security in Nigeria are the Nigeria Police, the 
Custom, the Immigration, and the Army. In many 
countries, Nigeria inclusive, the police have been 
the key establishment saddled with the duty of 
maintenance of law and order. Effective policing 
is, therefore, necessary for every society for the 
sustenance of peace. This indicates that maintenance 
of peace does require not only safeguarding life 
and property but also embraces the prevention and 
detection of crimes and enforcement of the law. 
Though, in discharging its duties, the Nigeria police 
are challenged with a series of problems, topmost is 
corruption, which always affects their actual role.22

In the past, there was an effort by the country 
to regulate the threat of corruption. This led to the 
endorsement of the United Nations Convention 
Against Corruption 2003 in Mexico City.23 
Regardless of the presence of these beautiful legal 
instruments and policies against corruption, Nigeria 
appears to have failed woefully in fighting corruption. 
A leading global nongovernmental organization 
on corruption Transparency International (TI) at 
so many occasions rated Nigeria low in fighting 
corruption. In 2012, for instance, TI rated Nigeria 
the 35th most corrupt country globally. Similarly, the 
recent survey report conducted in 2017 by the United 
Nation Office of Drugs and Crime in collaboration 
with National Bureau of Statistic confirms that 
Nigeria police ranked highest in bribery taking 
among the country’s public institutions with 46.6 
percent.24 In a more recent report conducted in 2018 
by the Socio-Economic Right and Accountability 
Project (SERAP), among the major public institutions 
in Nigeria police emerge the most corrupt in the 
country. The report reveals that “a bribe is paid in 
54% of interactions with the police”. In reality, an 
average of 63% of Nigerians was asked to give a 
bribe while dealing with police.25 These regulatory 
challenges have led to the increase of security gaps, 
which resulted in the use of private security guards. 

Corruption exacerbates the spread of SALW.26 
Furthermore, it was revealed that in September 
2017, the Nigerian police force arrested two police 
corporals for selling revolver pistol to bandits, 
murderers, and kidnappers. The suspects have 
paraded at zone 9 Police Headquarters before 
charging them to court.27 In the same vein, citizens 

are now more concerned about the whole country 
over the perceived corruption of the Nigeria police. 
This leads to the police inability to deal with the 
heighten proliferation of SALW and other crimes in 
the country. 

Corruption creates a security contradiction 
that promotes the cycle of SALWs proliferation in 
Nigeria. Corruption has become institutionalized 
in the country, and the security sector has turned 
out to be corrupt. Looking at the rise in poverty 
and low wages of security agents, some unpatriotic 
and greedy security officials are easily corrupted 
by global arms traffickers in Nigeria. To move 
their SALW without detection, arms traffickers. 
This is a critical issue which impact affects socio-
economic wellbeing of the country. Although 
Nigeria earns millions of Dollars as revenue from 
oil, unfortunately, many of its citizens live below 
the poverty line as they earn and or spend less than 
1.25 USD per day.28 In regulating the proliferation 
of illegal weapons, previous researches conducted 
reveals that corruption significantly adds to the 
illegal weapons trade worldwide.29 Corruption 
relating to weapons trade contributes virtually 50% 
of the entire corruption in the world.30In Nigeria, 
corruption among security agencies such as custom, 
police, and military is a known factor that exacerbates 
the proliferation of weapons. This is because 
security personnel was accused of arms leakages 
and corruption in numerous instances.31As they are 
reported to have sold government official firearms to 
criminals.32 In, for instance, a report carried out by 
the office of the Auditor General of the Federation in 
2016/2017 discloses that many firearms belongings 
to the Nigeria Police could not be traced. According 
to Nwanze - a security expert, there could be a 
link between disappearances of the police arms 
and sources of arms used in cattle rustling, armed 
robbery, and kidnapping. Respondent 4 said: 

“The calamitous selling of weapons by security personnel to 
the group of bandit and insurgent is attributed to the enormous 
nature of corruption in the security architecture of Nigeria. I am 
aware of a case were military personnel was caught selling live 
ammunitions to Boko Haram insurgents, and equally mindful 
of a reported case of selling of information to the insurgents for 
money.”

ANALYSIS OF EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

As highlighted above, the qualitative analysis 
reveals various challenges militating against 
effective control of SALW proliferation in Nigeria. 
These problems include border porosity, local 
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manufacturers, weak enforcement, inadequate 
personnel, lack of equipment, etc. However, 
corruption takes precedence over all other 
challenges as it directly or indirectly related to 
the other challenges. Furthermore, majority of the 
respondents agreed that corruption constitutes a 
significant challenge for SALW proliferation. The 
key challenges are briefly examined below.

INADEQUATE AND CORRUPT PERSONNEL

Corruption is a severe problem in the Nigerian 
security setting. As it percolates through all levels 
of the security establishment and manifests itself 
in diverse forms.33 It aids criminality and the 
proliferation of small and light arms. Apart from 
the porous borders, law enforcement agents are 
known to be corrupt.34 The participants, such as 
respondents 1, 2, 3, and 4 also highlighted corruption 
as a contributor to the proliferation of small arms 
and the rising criminality in Nigeria. According to 
respondent 1:

“There is a problem of corruption. People and law enforcement 
agencies strive to enrich themselves. These corruption 
tendencies have rendered the efforts for the reduction in the 
proliferation of SALW difficulty. This is a major challenge. Also, 
the quality of some of the officers assigned for this responsibility 
is considerably low.”35

Respondent No. 1 stated that:

“But in fairness to security agencies we have a very porous 
border that is very difficult or impossible to restrict the 
importation of arms by the people who may wish to do so 
because land border, the sea border, and the activities involved 
and perhaps the issue of corruption has facilitated the import 
and Nigeria is well known for corruption. However, the current 
administration is making an effort to restore sanity in our own 
system.”36 

Bribery and corruption may take long to be 
eradicated at the borders as the offices are in some 
occasions and at some border posts expected to 
make returns of the share of the proceeds of bribe to 
the head office or the posting officers. Responding 
on this issue, respondent 1 stated that “in addition to 
this, some border officials are expected to share the 
returns with their superior officers back at the office 
further encouraging the cycle of corruption.” 37

BORDER POROSITY

The porosity of the Nigerian borders is among the 
key components promoting the proliferation of illicit 
SALW and crime in the country.38 A prominent arms 

trade expert Hartung contend that series of conflicts 
and other insecurity in Africa have attracted SALWs 
transaction and inflow of weapons to different parts 
of Africa that have closeness with Nigeria.39 

These illicit border routes are mostly 
unidentified by security agencies, are unmanned, 
unprotected and thus serve as leaky routes for 
SALWs and ammunitions trafficking into Nigeria. It 
is frightening and unfortunate that the merchants of 
death have since created procedures use to deceived 
security agencies at the borders and through the 
footpaths. These methods include the use of camels, 
donkeys, and cows to traffic arms, ammunition and 
drugs, like cocaine into Nigeria.

Tight border controls are a fundamental means 
of reducing the proliferation of arms, especially 
small and light weapons. Many scholars such 
as Abdullahi,40 Hazen and Horner, Babatola41, 
attributed proliferation of SALW in Nigeria to 
lengthy and porous borders.42 This position has been 
confirmed by several of the respondents involved 
in this research. These include respondents 1, 2, 
3 4, and 5. According to respondent 5, “our land 
borders are porous. The porosity of this borders is 
equally a challenge more especially during the dry 
season, everywhere is a route for the smugglers.”43 

Respondent 3 posits that apart from the myriad of 
other problems militating against the control of 
proliferation is corruption. In his words:

“There are other issues like corruption. A customs officer at the 
border would not mind you imported whatever weapon in so 
far you will settle him. He does not care what happens to the 
economy and the security of the country provided he is settled. 
Corruption and politics are among the challenges militating 
against the control of arms and contributing arms proliferation.” 

44

STOCKPILE MANAGEMENT

In Nigeria, weak stockpile management in public 
armories is a factor challenging the control and 
prevention of SALW proliferation, as numerous 
scholars observed that security in charge of securing 
public armories abandon, sells or giveaway 
government owns firearms and ammunition to 
bandits and insurgents. Literature has shown 
that at the beginning of Boko Haram insurgency 
in northeast Nigeria, their source of obtaining 
weapons was by breaking into the armories of 
security agencies, theft or purchase from the illicit 
market. The above averment was corroborated by 
the statement released by the Defence Headquarters 
through its Director Information Major General 
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Chris Olukolade who affirms looting its armory 
where he said “we are taking measures to ensure that 
our armories are secured. We agree and are aware 
Boko Haram has stolen our arms”.45 In addition to 
this, the Chief of Army Staff Lieutenant General 
Kenneth Minimah confirmed that most of the Boko 
Haram weapons were stolen. Furthermore, on the 
21st September 2004 insurgents attacked Gworza and 
Bama police divisions all in Borno State. The attack 
led to the death of many law enforcement officers and 
carting away of numerous arms and ammunitions.46 
To further support the above assertion in 2017, the 
Nigeria police discovered that a police armorer sold 
162 firearms and a whopping amount of ammunition 
to the groups of bandits.47 This is a clear indication 
of inadequate control of Public armories by proper 
regulations and procedure.48

Respondent 5 while ascribed weapons leakages 
to corruption, lack of staff training and the poor state 
of government armories:

“There are no systematic training programs and investment in 
the weapons life cycle, and ammunition surveillance practices 
are limited. Poorly maintained infrastructure and corruption 
make state-controlled weapons and ammunition prone to 
leakage, and they are accessible to organised crime groups and 
terrorists”.

WEAK ENFORCEMENT

Laws are not only to be put in place, but they need to 
be enforced. Where laws, no matter how good they 
are drafted appear not to be enforced, they will not 
serve the purpose of the enactment of the laws. Good 
law poorly enforced can significantly undermine 
confidence and compliance.49 This position applies 
to the regime for the enforcement of SALW. The 
findings from the literature and responses from the 
interviews reveal that although laws such as the 
Firearms Act exist, but enforcement remains one 
of the big challenges. Respondents 2, 3, and 10, in 
particular, see enforcement as a major challenge. 
While respondent 10 contends that “enforcement of 
SALW related legislation is very poor” 50 According 
to Hazen and Horner “even some of the existing 
national laws that have been put in place to support 
international and national regulation of small arms 
are poorly enforced and as a result largely ineffective 
in addressing illicit proliferation.”51

Respondent 3 posted that:

“So, my assessment is that the laws exist. At my fingertips, I 
can recall the Firearms Act, the Robbery and Firearms Act and 
the fact that the office or arm of the executive the police are 
in charge of the licensing and this mandate is given to them 

by the law. So the law exists, but the only problem like in all 
other fields of an endeavor like I said is implementation and 
enforcement.” 52

The judicial system is the channel through 
which the criminals are tried for illegal possession 
and crimes that are related, are prosecuted. The 
criminal justice system is full of problems beginning 
from arrest, investigation to prosecution aided by 
corruption. According to respondent 6,

“The leading problem is that people who are alleged to have 
committed firearms-related offenses rarely faced prosecution 
and punishment for their nefarious conducts due to corruption. I 
think if police and office of the will take issues of investigation 
and prosecution seriously, the state will secure more convictions 
of criminals and in turn, it will checkmate arms spread and serve 
as deterrence to intending criminals. We must do all that we can 
in the area of discreet investigation of cases. I can remember 
vividly that between 1990 to 1998 out of 12000 arrested 
hoodlums for illicit possession of firearms only 500 amounting 
to (4.2) were successfully prosecuted.”

ARMORY BREAK AND ARMS THEFT

Armory break and theft of weapons is a challenge 
and a major source of illicit SALW proliferation in 
Nigeria.53 This problem is not peculiar to Nigeria 
as it affects other advance jurisdictions such as 
the United States of America. A report from Gun 
Violence Prevention reveals that in the US, a gun 
is stolen every two minutes, and between 2012 to 
2015, an estimated 1.2 million guns were stolen 
within the period.54

The Nigeria case is more devastating as cases 
of arms theft, and armory break keeps on repeating 
itself. Between 1998 to 2000, over 196 firearms 
were reported missing by the Nigeria Police 
Force in Delta State alone.55 Similarly, the Nigeria 
Customs Service armory was also broken into, 
and a substantial number of firearms was stolen 
by unidentified bandits. Moreover, the unfortunate 
killing of about 20 Nigerian soldiers and the theft 
of their firearms at Zaki Biam town in Taraba State 
further confirmed firearms cases in Nigeria.

Recently in Kenya bandits broke into the police 
station and stole rifles and ammunition. The police 
officers on duty negligently left their duty post and 
went to the nearby trading center.56 In Papua New 
Guinea, for instance, the statistic has shown that 30% 
of police firearms were stolen and fall into the hands 
of bandits.57 It is common among many insurgent 
groups in West Africa. For example, the National 
Patriotic Front of Liberia and the Revolutionary 
United Front (RUF) of Sierra Leone received a 
supply of weapons before the arms conflict and at 
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the eve to the outbreak of violence but continue to 
obtain the weapons supply during the war through 
theft and seizure.58In South Africa theft of police, 
guns are ascribed to institutional failure. The statistic 
has shown that a huge amount of over 2000 firearms 
were stolen from South African Police between 2014 
to 2017. Within the period a total of 2027 guns were 
stolen while commenting on the threat Mrs. Dianna 
Kohler Barnard, a member of the parliament said 
“the reality is that the police are fueling the illegal 
arms trade. Thousands of South African police 
firearms have been stolen over the past 20 years and 
are out there in the hands of criminals shooting at 
the police and you and me”.

She went further to state the genesis of the 
challenge and recommendation to the problem. She 
said:

“This is the result of institutional failure at the South African 
police. I believe that to ensure professional policing the police 
must ensure all member receive adequate, quality training on 
professional policing that is continually updated and refreshed, 
introduce a successful and viable system of accountability, 
making it easy to report police negligence corruption and 
ineffectiveness which can then be dealt with swiftly and 
appropriately, make police members pay for firearms they lose, 
and dismiss repeat offenders.”59

GLOBAL AND NATIONAL LEGAL   
APPROACH TO CORRUPTION

Realizing the adverse impact of corruption on the 
efficacy of global SALW control and arms trade, 
some legally binding global instruments such as 
the United Nations Convention against Corruption 
(UNCAC) 2005 were specifically devoted to 
contend corruption. Similarly, the United Nations 
Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) 2000 
classified both corruption and money laundering 
as acts of “Transnational Organized Crime.” 
Moreover, a lot of global instruments regulating 
SALW proliferation made provisions that seek to 
control the menace of corruption in global arms 
transfer processes. For example, the Arms Trade 
Treaty (ATT) appreciate the importance of curtailing 
corruption in order to prevent the diversion of 
weapons. The treaty encourages explicitly State 
Parties to exchange information on corruption in 
weapons dealings.60 Article 11(5) provides:

“In order to better comprehend and prevent the diversion of 
transferred conventional arms covered under Article 2 (1), 
State Parties are encouraged to share relevant information on 
effective measures to address diversion. Such information may 
include information on illicit activities including corruption, 
international trafficking routes, illicit brokers, sources of illicit 

supply, methods of concealment, common points of dispatch, 
or destinations used by organized groups engaged in the 
diversion.”

Furthermore, Article 15(6) provides that “States 
Parties are encouraged to take national measures and 
to cooperate with each other to prevent the transfer 
of conventional arms covered under Article 2 (1) 
becoming subject to corrupt practices.”

In Nigeria, there are numerous legislations 
promulgated to curtail the spread of corruption in the 
country. This includes the Criminal Code Act, the 
Code of Conduct Bureau and Tribunal Act, the Public 
Procurement Act, the Independent Corrupt Practices 
Commission, and the Economic and Financial 
Crimes Commission Act etc. However, the totality of 
this legislation was silent on corruption in a security 
setting. The laws in Nigeria need to provide specific 
provisions and stiffer punishments on corrupt 
practices that will control arms proliferation. The 
laws should establish guidelines and policy that will 
prevent corrupt security personnel from diverting 
government weapons. Where such happens, a stiffer 
penal that will serve a deterrence shall be applied. 

Some of the respondents contend that weapons 
smugglers can pass through Nigerians porous 
borders by just paying the security officials. The 
unlawful crossings cost not as much as the lawful 
routes. To justify their actions, some border security 
officials alleged that they are collecting the bribe 
because the government does not pay them hardship 
posting allowance, and poor salary, among others. 
Similarly, they further aver that lack of basic working 
instruments like torchlight, accommodation, and 
camp bed necessitates their actions. In addition to 
this, some border officials are expected to share the 
returns with their superior officers back at the office, 
further encouraging the cycle of corruption.

CONCLUSION

Corruption is a menace in Nigeria. It pervades the 
public and private space. It is, however, prominent 
in public or government circles. Corruption is a 
serious problem militating against the prevention 
and control of small and light weapons in Nigeria. 
Doctrinally and empirically it has been documented 
as a leading challenge in combatting transnational 
crimes such as arms trafficking and smuggling. The 
recent arrests of a cache of arms at the ports and 
compromise of security agencies are instructive. 
Corrupt activities in Nigeria has become a scourge 
to all kind of development and apparently threaten 
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national security. It must be tackled by strengthening 
institutions and feasible legislation without further 
delay. The legislation shall provide stiffer penalties 
for anyone found guilty of corrupt practices, 
particularly security personnel. Where a security 
agent is found to have breached a trust, engage in 
corruption by leaking information to the insurgent 
and or selling or hiring weapons to them, he shall 
be punished with death on conviction. This will 
considerably control the prolonged illicit SALW deal 
in Nigeria. To reduce or prevent the proliferation 
of small and light weapons in Nigeria, corruption 
must be checked; otherwise, it would continue to 
undermine all the legal and institutional structures 
put in place in the country no matter how sound and 
important they may be in the control and prevention 
of SALWs proliferation.
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